


THE MAESTRO COLLECTION

MAESTRO (mis’tro) noun. A master in art. In Italian, Maestro means 
“master”. In English, Maestro reflects the mastery of an artistic field. 
In any language, the Maestro Collection is a composition of fine art, 
craftsmanship, style and elegance. 

Twenty-first century tub technology inspired by generations of fine 
artists. We like to think we’ve mastered the art of the freestanding tub.



Pablo Ruiz Picasso was a painter, draftsman, sculptor, and one of the most recognized figures in 
20th century art. Picasso’s periods of dynamic change are embodied in his work as was his 
admiration of prior master artists. 

Gentle, sloping curves add charm and subtlety to the tub by the same name. Like the artist’s 
Blue Period, the Picasso tub is clean, sparse, yet warm.

PICASSO

60”L x 36”W x 19”D  20”ID – End Drain
Available as drop-in:  60” L x 36” W x 19”H

66”L x 36”W x 27”D  20”ID – Center Drain
Available as drop-in:  66” L x 36” W x 21”H

72”L x 40”W x 27”D  20”ID – End Drain
Available as drop-in:  72” L x 40” W x 21”H
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Rodin was the pre-eminent French sculptor of his time, and remains one of the few widely 
recognized outside the visual arts community. Considered the progenitor of modern sculpture, 
he was, nevertheless, traditional in his craftsman-like approach to his work. 

Like Rodin, this tub blends the art of modern sculpture with traditional craftsmanship. Elegant 
in its simplicity, the Rodin bath speaks to a sense of high style.

RODIN

72”L x 38”W x 25”D  21”ID
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Italian renaissance painter, sculptor, architect, poet and engineer, Michelangelo was one of 
the most influential masters of all. Versatile and prodigious, Michelangelo revolutionized 
classical architecture with his use of the giant order of pilasters. 

Michelangelo would be proud of the Maestro Collection tub that carries his name. Traditional 
and embedded with Italian influence, the Michelangelo stands alone like no other.

MICHELANGELO

66”L x 36”W x 23”D 21”ID
Available as drop-in:  66”L x 36”W x 22”H

70”L x 36”W x 23”D  21”ID 
Available as drop-in:  70”L x 36”W x 22”H
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A towering figure in history of western art, Donatello was an Italian sculptor of the Early 
Renaissance whose work is seen as a bridge from classic to modern art. Considered possibly  
the greatest sculptor of the 15th century, Donatello was interested in the ideas of humanism 
and nature.

With its beautiful, inviting curves, the Donatello tub is a classical masterpiece that will blend 
easily with both traditional and contemporary architecture. 

DONATELLO

66”L x 36”W x 27”D 21”ID
Available as drop-in:  66”L x 36”W x 22”H

70”L x 36”W x 27”D  21”ID 
Available as drop-in:  70”L x 36”W x 22”H
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Leonardo DaVinci’s mastery in art, science and engineering have earned him a place among 
the most prolific geniuses of history. He was one of the most important artists of the Italian 
Renaissance. His most famous masterpiece, the Mona Lisa is one of the most recognized 
paintings in the world. Never in the history of Art has one painting been so admired. 

As much art as it is science, with its beautiful lines, geometric angles, and unmistakable 
Italian flair, the DaVinci tub is sure to be a much-admired focal point in any bathroom. 

DAVINCI

70”L x 36”W x 25”D  21”ID 
Available as drop-in:  70”L x 36”W x 22”H

Chagall’s art defies categorization. Working in pre-World War I Paris, he was consistently on 
the fringes of popular art movements and emerging trends. 

The Chagall tub is also inspired and visionary. With classical influences and a contemporary flair, 
the Chagall will fit into any design palette. Straight lines and sharp angles draw the eye, and 
the soul.

CHAGALL

66” L x 32” W x 24” D  181/2”ID

72” L x 38” W x 24” D  181/2”ID
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Santiago Domingo, better known as Salvador Dali, is revered as the godfather of Surrealist art. 
With a flair for the bizarre and flamboyant, Dali was consistently able to envision dreamlike 
landscapes filled with otherworldly, reality-bending imagery.  

Just as Dali manipulated the classical techniques of the great Renaissance masters,  
the design-forward Domingo model reimagines a traditional tub in an unexpected way.  
With its sensual curves and elegantly molded ledge, the Domingo is a freestanding work of  
art and spectacular beauty. 

DOMINGO

66”L x 36”W x 24”D  21”ID

70”L x 36”W x 24”D  21”ID

ROCKWELL

66”L x 36”W x 24”D  21”ID

70”L x 36”W x 24”D  21”ID

No other artist captured the essence of vintage 20th century Americana like Norman Rockwell. 
Wholesome and sentimental, Rockwell’s illustrations depict everyday moments of small-town 
life that capture the nostalgia and idealism of the American dream. 

Celebrate the American tradition in the Rockwell. Drawing from the artist’s appreciation  
for warm and endearing vignettes, the Rockwell is designed to preserve a certain simple  
charm and classic appeal. 



11 12ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS SURFACE DETAILS
In addition to our custom colors, these three new

artistic expressions add an artists touch to any bathroom. 

Each surface is handcrafted and applied individually 

to the tub for a unique look and feel, no two surfaces 

are ever the same. These surfaces are available on every 

Maestro bathtub. 

GALVANIZED

WEATHERED NICKEL

POLISHED NICKEL
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Contrived from our solid surface collection we have brought you the Tower. These can be 
added to any of our freestanding bathtubs allowing you to use traditional Roman faucets.

When ordering a Maestro bathtub the Tower can also accommodate a blower within it. If 
ordering a whirlpool the pump can be contained as well but is only available on certain 
freestanding models. This will change the depth of the shelf to a maximum of 14”.

TOWER

18”w or 24”w with a 7” depth and is always an inch
below the deck of your selected bathtub.

(Contact a Hydro Systems representative for custom sizes.)



THE MAESTRO COLLECTION 
A Hydro Systems Company

29132 Avenue Paine, Valencia, CA 91355   |   661.775.0686   |   www.hydrosystem.com

All Maestro tubs are available as a thermal air with 
a remote blower system only.


